NOTES:
1. MATERIAL: SEE LEGEND.
2. FINISH: SEE LEGEND.
3. THIS PART CONFORMS TO PRODUCT SPEC, 7879.
4. PACKAGING SPECIFICATION: SEE LEGEND.
5. CRIMP FOR 24-30 AWG WIRE WITH .050X(.152) MAX. INSULATION DIA.
6. THIS TERMINAL TO BE USED IN 7880 HOUSING.
7. DIMENSIONS GIVEN ACROSS CENTERLINES ARE SYMMETRICAL ABOUT THOSE CENTERLINES WITHIN HALF THE TOTAL TOLERANCE.
8. CRIMP WILL ACCEPT 22 AWG WIRE WITH .062X(.157) MAX. INSULATION DIA.
9. THIS PART CONFORMS TO CLASS B REQUIREMENTS OF COSMETIC SPECIFICATION PS-45490-002.

LEGEND:
FORM
BLANK = REEL PER WINDING DETAIL B. SEE PK-7879-001
L = LOOSE PER PK-7879-001
PLATING
OVERALL TIN: .000100/.000254 MIN, OVERALL NICKEL UNDERPLATE: .000050/.000127 MIN,
SELECT TIN: .000015/.0000381 MIN,
SELECT TIN: .000010/.000254 MIN
OVERALL NICKEL UNDERPLATE: .000050/.000127 MIN,
SELECT TIN: .000030/.000076 MIN,
SELECT TIN: .000015/.00038 MIN,
SELECT TIN: .000050/.000127 MIN,

WINDING DETAIL B

(2.54)/100 KK, CRIMP TYPE SHROUDED TERMINAL

molex